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EVEN IN THE AGE OF TERROR, LOVE CAN STRIKE ANYWHERE.In this post-modern odyssey, a young woman wanders the Mediterranean in search of her famous father and the secret of her mother's death.
The author of The Stolen Mackenzie Bride returns to the tumultuous and passionate world of the Mackenzie clan as a family celebration is shaken by an unexpected danger... The Mackenzie clan has gathered for Hart’s birthday at the sprawling family estate in Scotland. But before the festivities can start, the house is robbed, and thieves make off with an untold fortune in rare art. Ian Mackenzie and his brothers must do what they can to
retrieve the family treasure, but Ian is distracted by a family friend who claims he might have the power to “cure” Ian of his madness forever. All the Mackenzies must draw together as courage, love, and a tantalizing mystery serve to strengthen their bond, and redefine the meaning of family. Includes a bonus excerpt of The Stolen Mackenzie Bride Praise for the Mackenzies series “I adore this novel: It’s heartrending, funny, honest, and
true.”—New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James "I love the Mackenzies—every one of them.”—New York Times bestselling author Sarah Maclean “Skillfully nuanced characterization and an abundance of steamy sensuality.”—Chicago Tribune
*Previously appeared in the anthology Christmas Kisses with My Cowboy For one lonesome cowboy, an icy cold Christmas back at the ranch brings the coziest kind of trouble . . . To claim his slice of the family ranch, Texas Ranger Noah is forced back to Tucker’s Crossing. All he expects to find is a tractor load of painful memories—until a holiday storm, a power outage—and perhaps the magic of Christmas—deliver him to rescue an intriguing
woman named Faith. But just who’s rescuing whom? “A perfect mix of heart and heat, Adair keeps the pages turning.” —New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis “Marina Adair is a breath of fresh air.” —New York Times bestselling author Darynda Jones “Perfect for fans of finding love, cowboys and Christmas.” —Shelf Awareness on Christmas with My Cowboy “Warm, funny, wonderful stories about loveable characterS in genuine
situations. I can’t wait for every new release!” —New York Times bestselling author RaeAnne Thayne
When the story of a kidnapped girl triggers unexplained memories, Zoe Adams is determined to figure out why--a search that leads her to one of the Lone Star State's richest families and P.I. Tyler Lopez, and causes her to become a hit man's target. Original. 75,000 first printing.
Ecology and Revolution is an in-depth exploration of the global ecological crisis in the larger context of historical conditions and political options shaped by the inability of the existing political system to adequately confront the crisis. Going far beyond the issue of global warming, this volume explores a range of solutions proferred by liberals, environmental reformists, anarchists, and classical Marxists, among others, and shows how they are
inadequate for meeting the major political challenge of the current epoch. Boggs calls for a distinctly radical alternative merging the best of the green political tradition, Marxist socialism, and the force of popular movements to provide a comprehensive ecological analysis of the modern crisis within its broader economic, political, and global context.
The cops in Timlook Police Department face new problems as they battle against criminal developers, drug lords, corrupt cops, American Nazis, and vigilantes. And again, Detectives Dave Bradley, James Mitchell and Nicole Lamenski fight for justice from the rough neighborhood of Timlook to the rural farmlands of Pennsylvania State and then to the swampy Everglades of Florida. Dave and Jim have to protect Dave’s Quaker family from
ruthless developer Jake Knox, and later assist Nicole in her vendetta against Nazi leader Martin Kolchak after she witnesses two brutal murders. John Reynolds experiences a tortured conscience after accidentally shooting a young boy, and Melissa Morgan searches for ex-boyfriend Dale Manuchi before both cops are on the run from corrupt police. Dave again faces his own conflict between his Quaker pacifism and his reluctant need to fight fire
with fire, and the action reaches a climax in Florida’s Everglades as cops, drug dealers and vigilantes fight a ruthless war of attrition.
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Fool’s Gold - Kerstmis in Fool’s Gold Fool's Gold lijkt de ideale woonplaats, maar er is één probleem: er wonen te weinig mannen... Danslerares Evie Stryker moet met zestig kleine meisjes de traditionele Dans van de Winterkoning instuderen voor de feestdagen. En dat
terwijl ze geen idee heeft hoe die dans gaat en ze niet eens in Fool's Gold wil zijn! Wat een ellende. Kan deze kerst nog erger? Ja hoor, want er komt ook nog iemand bij de dansschool klagen over geluidsoverlast. Een bijzonder aantrekkelijk iemand, dat wel… Dante Jefferson
wordt stapelgek van het gestamp boven zijn hoofd. Wanneer hij verhaal gaat halen, treft hij tot zijn stomme verbazing Evie aan in de dansschool. Ze ziet er heel sexy uit in haar balletpakje, maar ze blijft natuurlijk wel de zus van zijn beste vriend! Deel 9½ van de serie
Fool’s Gold. Dit verhaal is eerder verschenen en ook los te lezen.
In the Texas Panhandle, the winters are long, the storms fierce--and the Yuletide nights are sizzling. New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas along with Linda Broday, Phyliss Miranda and DeWanna Pace, bring you one tempting holiday delight. . . On the eve before
Christmas a blizzard arrived, transforming a small Texas town into a night to remember. Four ladies desperately in need of saving, four hard-ridin' cowboys who aim to please. . . When a lone farmer strides to a pretty store owner's rescue, their deepest wishes just might
come true. . . A brave heiress can't believe a rugged angel is riding out of the night to save her and her fellow train passengers--until she gets him under the mistletoe. . . A quiet loner wants to help a stranded widow have a holiday to remember. . . And a female saloon
owner tired of being scorned by respectable folk gets some very naughty help from a handsome greenhorn. . . "Readers couldn't ask for a finer quartet of heroes. . ." --Romantic Times on Give Me a Texas Ranger "Will warm your heart and bring a smile to your lips." --Love
Western Romances on Give me a Cowboy
"Hold onto your Stetsons . . . A thrill ride of hunky heroes, hilarious high jinks, and heartwarming romance." -Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author on Only in Texas A HOTTER IN TEXAS NOVEL The last thing veterinarian Leah Reece needs is a man in her life. They're
nothing but trouble-and not even the fun kind. But when her apartment is broken into and Leah suspects Rafael, her dangerous half-brother, of foul play, she can't deny she could use a little help. She just never expected that help would come with twinkling blue eyes and a
sexy smile... All PI Austin Brook wants is to nail Rafael DeLuna, the man who framed him for murder. He'll do anything for information-even lie about his identity to charm Leah, DeLuna's half-sister. But her sweet dimples and fiery spirit soon make her more than just his
only lead. Leah becomes his every desire. As Austin closes in on DeLuna, it's clear he won't go down without a fight. Now the only way Austin can protect Leah is to reveal all of his secrets and risk losing her for good.
A collection of wounded parents, whose children have died from a drug overdose or suicide related to substance abuse, came together on the website GriefNet.org. Each one was damaged by misplaced blame and guilt because they couldn’t rescue their children. So deeply filled
with sorrow they were unable to find a life after death. They have become a family-in-grief, crying together and comforting one another. The public must be educated to the reality of the War on Drugs. There are people who still believe in the ‘junkie’ stereotype. Many
presume, that, these children were weak willed and deserved what was coming to them. Some people are judgmental, uneducated, mean spirited, or have blinders on. Drugs created a helplessness, in these children, that is hard for outsiders to understand. Kicking the drug
habit is incalculably difficult! Also powerless are the secondary victims, those who are left behind to cope with the losses this dreadful disease has caused. Each child that died left behind a parent whose life is now changed forever. They cannot erase the horror of that
moment when they first heard that their child had died. The nightmares and the visions of their children dying continue to haunt them.
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the
arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
Nikki Hunt thought her night couldn't get worse when her no-good, cheating ex ditched her at dinner, sticking her with the bill. Then she found his body stuffed in the trunk of her car and lost her two-hundred-dollar meal all over his three-thousand-dollar suit. Now not
only is Nikki nearly broke, she's a murder suspect. Former cop turned PI, Dallas O'Connor knows what it's like to be unjustly accused. But one look at the sexy-though skittish-suspect tells him she couldn't hurt anyone. The lead detective, Dallas's own brother, has the
wrong woman and Dallas hopes a little late-night "undercover" work will help him prove it . . . **Previously published as Don't Mess With Texas
The History and Politics of Green Energy
Kerstmis in Fool's Gold
A True-Blue Texas Twosome
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HOT Mess
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FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
Seth Joe-Bob Dancer, gunfighter, road agent, and killer was now a rancher, devoted husband, and father of two sons, one nineteen, the other now seventeen; and they were his life! Having left who he once was far behind him, his new role in life was one of happiness and most times uneventful, that is until his eldest son was murdered in Dallas, Texas, and his youngest blamed for the crime! Dancer had changed his name before the Civil War on the
day he married Laura and, together, raised two strapping sons. He had not worn his gun since war's end, had in fact not thought of his violent past, until now! He had not fired the sidearm in almost eighteen years, but now, his son was dead! He didn't know what to expect when he went to Dallas; he only knew he had to see about it! He did, however, know that his youngest son was innocent, and the only way to save him was to find the real killer. But
how? Dallas was a town almost completely under the thumb of organized crime, and the law was either helpless to combat it or was on the syndicate's payroll or had been blackmailed into submission. After reconstruction, the federal government's policy was not to interfere with local politics unless asked or shown proof of reasons why they should, but the people of Dallas were too afraid to ask for that help, and the syndicate bosses had possession of
the proof! Seth Mabry remembered only one thing from his mother's Bible teachings, and that one thing became his religion. He believed in an eye for an eye, and if he was wronged, he would collect!
In the same format and style of his prize-winning Shallow Waters, William Sargent's latest book chronicles a year spent exploring the North Woods of New Hampshire. Through words and photographs, the man about whom Publishers Weekly wrote, "With his fine descriptions and lucid explanations, Sargent joins the company of Lewis Thomas and Stephen Jay Gould as a first rate interpreter of modern science" investigates a new area's geology,
ecology, and natural history. Centered primarily in the Franconia Notch, the book ranges to include Mount Washington Observatory, Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest, Palermo Mine, and New Hampshire Audubon's Peregrine Tagging Program. In a series of lyrical chapters, Sargent takes readers into vernal ponds and moose yards, up mountain summits and into the dens of hibernating bears. He shows that the present pattern of evergreen and
deciduous trees we think of as natural is actually the result of centuries of human alteration. Describing how humans have become the newest geophysical force shaping our planet, he ruminates on how well the earth's immune system can withstand the onslaught. Offering up-to-date science on the geology and biology of New England, A Year in the Notch explains the interaction between life, rocks, and water -- the intricate dance that keeps our planet
alive and makes our own existence possible.
It starts with a single kiss. It’ll end with complete surrender… Georgeanne Hayes is his best friend’s little sister. Off limits. Too perfect for the likes of Hostile Operations Team soldier Sam McKnight. No matter how badly he wants to corrupt her. Georgie has loved Sam for as long as she can remember. But all he’s ever done is push her away. Now that someone wants her dead, he’ll fight to save her - and he won’t give in to the need that haunts his every
waking moment. His life is far too dangerous. Too unpredictable. She plans to convince him he’s wrong. That she’s strong enough. She’ll fight for him, and she’ll win. She has to. Because her very survival might depend upon it… **Start reading the Hostile Operations Team Series - Strike Team 1 today and enjoy an action-packed, seriously romantic and steamy-good-fun military romantic suspense. Each book can be read as a standalone. No
cliffhangers or cheating and a guaranteed happily-ever-after ending! Keywords: Military romance, Navy SEAL romance, romantic suspense, alpha male romance, action romance, romance suspense, best friends sister romance, forbidden love, friends to lovers, fling, protector romance, bodyguard, unrequited love
If they can overcome their past these cowboys will make great husbands. Jess Holden never plans to marry and his past reminds him every day to stick to his guns. But when he rescues a damsel in distress from a wet and dangerous flash flood, he suddenly feels like he’s been caught in rapids and he’s heading downstream out of control. Vet assistant, Gabi Newberry is too sweet to resist and though he tries to avoid her it turns out when his cattle start
coming up dead he needs her help. Gabi knows a sweet talkin’ cowboy with no interest in settling down and she has no plans to fall for the cowboy who is naturally wonderful despite a past that haunts him. On a mission to save his ranch will they lose their hearts despite their determination not to? Topics: Cowboy romance, rodeo, clean and wholesome romance, western romance, sweet romance, contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic
suspense series, mystery, romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas cowboys, Texas romance, beach reads, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, horses in romance, small town romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, debra clopton, debra clopton romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT
romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, rancher, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, Medical
examiner, Doctor, best friend, friends to lovers, girl next door, Perfect for readers who love Samantha Chase, Debbie Macomber, Melody Grace, Annie Rains, Carolyn Brown, Bella Andre, Lucy Kevin, Pamela Kelley, Pamela M. Kelley, Kay Correll, Susan Mallery, Jill Sanders, Hope Ramsay, Jean Oram, Becky Wade, Denise Hunter, Chris Keniston, Linda Lael Miller, Jennifer Ryan, Maisey Yates, A. J. Pine, C. J. Carmical, Lori Wilde, Shanae
Johnson, Callie J. Brooks, Cora Seton, Jennifer Ashely, Hallmark Movies, Hallmark Romance, Barbara Freethy, Bridesmaid Series, Beach reads, happily-ever-after, sexy heroes in clean and wholesome books, books under $4.00
In this classic bestseller, Paul de Kruif dramatizes the pioneering bacteriological work of such scientists as Leeuwenhoek, Spallanzani, Koch, Pasteur, Reed, and Ehrlich. This seventieth anniversary edition features a new introduction by F. Gonzalez-Crussi.
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This book examines the history, politics, and economics of alternative energy. Since the energy crisis of the 1970s, governments around the world have subsidized and otherwise incentivized alternative forms of energy to reduce dependence on fossil fuels. This search has taken on added urgency in the twenty-first century, as the specter of climate change
has engendered ambitious state-level renewable portfolio standards, enhanced federal incentives, and inspired "100% renewable" electrical generation targets in such states as Vermont and Hawaii. To save the planet from destruction, wind, solar, and other renewable energy alternatives must replace fossil fuels. But how did we get here and what is the
cost? After an in-depth study of the Carter administration's synthetic fuels program, the focus shifts to the two most prominent, perhaps most promising, and certainly most promoted--and government subsidized-- "green" and "renewable" energies today: wind and solar. Because wind has made the most headway and drawn the most controversy, it
receives the most attention. Although the primary focus is on the American experience with renewable energy, the policies and politics of renewables in Scotland, Wales, Denmark, Spain, and other European nations are also discussed. Issues considered in the book include the nature and efficacy of renewable subsidies; the employment of federal and state
tax codes to encourage renewables; the lobbies and interest groups that campaign for government support of renewables; and the fierce battles over the siting of renewable facilities. Unlike other works on this subject, the book probes in depth the nature of the opposition to wind and solar, both in the matter of siting and in their worthiness as recipients
of substantial government assistance.
MARCH MADNESS DEBUT AUTHOR IT TAKES TWO TO TANGLE…. And sexy sheriff Toby Haskell wasn't ready to lose himself in Corinne Maxwell's loving arms again. Just because she'd come back to Aloma, Texas, that didn't mean she had come back to him. Ten long years ago, Corinne had been his high school sweetheart, but she'd left him and their
tiny Texas town in the dust. Why had she returned? Why now? His nerves were doing the two-step every time she passed his way, but the steely-eyed lawman vowed to remain strong. If he'd been granted a second chance to rope in his lady love, he was going to play it smart. This time, he was playing for keeps….
Heroes who do the right thing…. no matter the price! Limited Edition set with SIX full novels, plus a bonus story. Start the Hostile Operations Team® - Strike Team 1 Series with this collection and get your HOT fix! Sexy, suspenseful, and action-packed, Lynn’s books feature larger-than-life alpha heroes and the strong women who bring them to their
knees. Happily-ever-after guaranteed! Contains: HOT PURSUIT HOT MESS DANGEROUSLY HOT HOT PACKAGE HOT SHOT HOT REBEL and RECKLESS HEAT HOT PURSUIT: She failed at life. Can she win at love? Evie Baker lost everything that mattered. Her restaurant, her money, her self-respect. When she comes home to tiny Rochambeau,
Louisiana, she’s looking for a fresh start. What she isn’t looking for is the tall, sexy, badass Cajun who stomped on her heart and left it for dead. Hostile Operations Team soldier Matt Girard isn’t home for long. He’s been ordered to stand down after a mission gone wrong. Above all, he’s supposed to stay out of trouble. Easy enough to do for a few days.
Until Evie rolls into town with danger on her heels. Evie’s not a warrior. But Matt is. And he’ll do whatever it takes to protect her, even if it costs him everything he’s ever worked for. Because sometimes you don’t realize what you had until it’s gone. Or what matters most until you get a second chance... HOT MESS: It starts with a single kiss. It’ll end with
complete surrender… Georgeanne Hayes is his best friend’s little sister. Off limits. Too perfect for the likes of Hostile Operations Team soldier Sam McKnight. No matter how badly he wants to corrupt her. Georgie has loved Sam for as long as she can remember. But all he’s ever done is push her away. Now that someone wants her dead, he’ll fight to save
her - and he won’t give in to the need that haunts his every waking moment. His life is far too dangerous. Too unpredictable. She plans to convince him he’s wrong. That she’s strong enough. She’ll fight for him, and she’ll win. She has to. Because her very survival might depend upon it… DANGEROUSLY HOT: She’s the one that got away... Kevin
MacDonald’s been in love with linguist Lucky San Ramos since the moment he first saw her. Kev let the better man have her when his teammate fell for her too. But now Marco’s dead, and Lucky’s in grave danger. When Kev is tasked with bringing her back to HOT HQ for an explosive mission to capture a terrorist, Lucky fights him at every step. It’s not
easy being forced to work with the man she once loved while also battling her deep guilt over marrying the one she didn’t. As the mission grows more dangerous, secrets from the past get harder to keep. And when the truth’s finally exposed, their love will either rise from the ashes - or burn completely away. If they can survive an enemy’s deadly plan…
The renaissance of Larry McMurtry, “an alchemist who converts the basest materials to gold” (New York Times Book Review), continues with the publication of Thalia. Larry McMurtry burst onto the American literary scene with a force that would forever redefine how we perceive the American West. His first three novels— Horseman, Pass By (1961),*
Leaving Cheyenne (1963), and The Last Picture Show (1966)— all set in the north Texas town of Thalia after World War II, are collected here for the first time. In this trilogy, McMurtry writes tragically of men and women trying to carve out an existence on the plains, where the forces of modernity challenge small- town American life. From a cattleranch
rivalry that confirms McMurtry’s “full- blooded Western genius” (Publishers Weekly) to a love triangle involving a cowboy, his rancher boss and wife, and finally to the hardscrabble citizens of an oil- patch town trying to keep their only movie house alive, McMurtry captures the stark realities of the West like no one else. With a new introduction, Thalia
emerges as an American classic that celebrates one of our greatest literary masters. *Just named in 2017 by Publishers Weekly the #1 Western novel worthy of rediscovery.
High Stakes Nicodemus Turner was in a bind. Not only had the handsome gambler just found out that he had a daughter he'd never met, but in order to get custody he had six months to become a proper father and marry. And while Nick was head-over-heels in love with his best friend Alewine Jones, the stubborn lady freighter didn't take kindly to the
notion of a wedding. The solution: a poker game where the prize was a full house. Nick was Aly's closest companion, her best fishing partner, and he could make her insides go mushy with one lingering glance. That still didn't mean she would up and marry him just like that -- poker game or no. But that mushy feeling came back every time she brushed
Nick's hand or looked into his eyes. Suddenly Aly realized that Nick had won more than her hand, he'd won her heart.
All Raz Colt wants is land, a quiet peaceable existence and to put his life as a hired gun in the past. When the chance to earn a sizable fortune by rescuing a kidnapped heiress comes his way, he seizes the opportunity. Trouble is, the heiress doesn't want to be rescued. Offsetting Arden O'Hara's beauty is a rattlesnake personality and shrewish temper.
Despite her claim that she faked the kidnapping so her fianc? would ride to her rescue, Raz knows someone is out to kill her. And if anyone gets the pleasure of wringing her lovely neck, it's going to be him. Arden O'Hara is desperate to go home. Her fianc? was supposed to ride to her rescue, proving it's her'and not her father's money? he loves. Instead
an arrogant stranger, with weapons strapped gun-fighter low and a decided lack of sympathy for her situation, shows up spouting a ridiculous tale about someone trying to kill her. It's infuriating when Raz Colt's claims prove true after not one but several attempts are made on her life. She has no idea who this fast gun with the deadly aim is, or why he
makes her feel as wild and untamed as the Texas wind. But like it or not, if anyone is capable of getting her home alive, it's Raz Colt.
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More than just charts, star bios, and boring listings, "The Country Music Book of Lists" is the perfect gift or pop reference guide for trivia fans, filled with humor, insight, and "down home fun".
Dew on the Thorn seeks to recreate the life of Texas Mexicans as Anglo culture was gradually encroaching upon them. Gonzalez provides us with a richly detailed portrait of South Texas, focusing on the cultural traditions of Texas Mexicans at a time when the divisions of class and race were pressing on the established way of life.
New York Times bestselling author Christie Craig's thrilling romantic suspense about a by-the-book FBI agent who must trust a risk-taking detective for help tracking down her sister's killers. FBI agent Bree Ryan's latest mission is personal. She's posing as a waitress at the Black Diamond strip club, the same club where her estranged half
sister worked until she turned up dead. When Bree's undercover assignment is compromised, she turns to the only man she knows who can help her: Connor Pierce, a too-sexy-for-his-own-good, rule-breaking cop with a knack for solving cold cases. When someone breaks into Bree's apartment, Connor's detective skills aren't the only things
that kick into overdrive. Although his job demands he remain detached, now he finds himself tempted not only by Bree's beauty but also her intelligence and bravery. As the investigation -- and their attraction -- grows more intense, lives are in jeopardy, and Connor finds the most important rule he must break is his own. But can he put his
heart on the line?
Grant Campbell, famous trick rider from Riverbend, Texas, thought it was over with Christina, the love of his life. But a chance encounter one dark spring night gives Grant hope that he can have a second chance. Things are changing in Riverbend, though, that threaten to take Christina away from him forever. Christina Farrell has tried to move
on after her breakup with Grant, the hot Texas cowboy who stole her peace of mind the day he walked into her bar and gave her his sinful smile. But every reminder of him tells her it’s not over in her heart. Christina realizes she’ll never forget him until she makes some changes in her life, but before she can, a reconnection with Grant alters
everything for her in an unexpected way. Book 2 of Riding Hard
Progressive, opinionated published and unpublished letters to editors, free to be copied and/or modified and re-published. Gun control, politics, religion, LGBT, War on Women, torture, Islam, terrorism, 9/11, healthcare, Planned Parenthood, taxation, job creation, human rights, circumcision, supreme court, secularism, US secular Constitution,
Social security, patriotism, Obamacare, presidential qualifications, Pat Tillman assassination, has GOP any future?
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